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Abstract. Exploring further the properties of ITRM -recognizable
reals started in [Ca], we provide a detailed analysis of recogniz-
able reals and their distribution in Gödels constructible universe
L. In particular, we show that new unrecognizables are gener-
ated at every index γ ≥ ωCKω . We give a machine-independent
characterization of recognizability by proving that a real r is rec-
ognizable iff it is Σ1-definable over LωCK,r

ω
and that r ∈ LωCK,r

ω

for every recognizable real r and show that either every or no r
with r ∈ LωCK,r

ω
generated over an index stage Lγ is recognizable.

Finally, the techniques developed along the way allow us to prove
that the halting number for ITRMs is recognizable and that the
set of ITRM -computable reals is not ITRM -decidable.
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1. Introduction

Infinite Time Register Machines (ITRM ’s) were introduced by Pe-
ter Koepke and Russell Miller in [KoMi] and provide a transfinite ana-
logue of classical register machines in much the same way as the Infinite
Time Turing Machines (ITTMs) introduced in [HaLe] generalize clas-
sical Turing machines. We give a brief sketch of their behaviour here;
detailed definitions can be found in [KoMi] and [ITRM]. These papers
also contain most of the results we use in this paper.
Classical register machines, as e.g. described in [Cu], have as their
’hardware’ finitely many registers, each of which can store a single nat-
ural number. A program for a register machine consists of finitely many
numbered lines, each of which contains a single command, where the
available commands are incrementing a register content by 1, setting a
register content to 0, copying the content from one register to another,
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the oracle call (which replaces the content i of some register R with
the ith bit of an oracle x ⊆ ω) and a conditional jump which proceeds
to a fixed program line when two registers have the same content and
otherwise proceeds with the next program line. When the machine
arrives at a line index which is not part of the program, the machine
halts.
To generalize these machines to the transfinite, we keep the ’hardware’
- finitely many registers, each of which stores a single natural number
- as well as the ’software’, i.e. the notion of program. What is changed
is the ’working time’: While the working time of a halting classical
register machine just a natural number, ITRMs run along arbitrary
ordinals. To make sense of this, we need to explain what state the ma-
chine is supposed to assume at a limit ordinal. At successor ordinals,
we define the computation in the same way as for classical register ma-
chines. If λ is a limit ordinal, we set the content Riλ of the i-th register
Ri at time λ to lim infι<λRiι iff this limit < ω, and otherwise to 0.
Likewise, the active program line Zλ to be carried out in the λth step
is lim infι<λ Zι, (where the limit is always finite as the set of lines is
finite).

Definition 1. x ⊆ ω is ITRM -computable in the oracle y ⊆ ω iff
there exists an ITRM -program P such that, for i ∈ ω, P with oracle
y stops whatever natural number j is in its first register at the start
of the computation and returns 1 iff j ∈ x and otherwise returns 0. A
real ITRM -computable in the empty oracle is simply called ITRM -
computable.

The notion of the recognizability of a real was introduced by Hamkins
and Lewis in [HaLe] for Infinite Time Turing machines. The adaption
to ITRMs is straightforward:

Definition 2. Let r ⊆ ω. Then r is recognizable iff there is an ITRM -
program P such that P x stops with output 1 iff x = r and otherwise
stops with output 0.

In the last section of [ITRM], we showed that there are recogniz-
able reals that are not computable. This is analogous to the lost
melody theorem for infinite time Turing machines (ITTMs) demon-
strated in [HaLe]. The example given there was a <L-minimal real
coding an ∈-minimal Lα modelling ZF− (see below). Here, we will
give a much more natural example by showing that the real coding
the halting problem for ITRMs is recognizable. After that, in [Ca],
we obtained some more results on ITRM -recognizable reals and their
relation to Gödel’s constructible universe L. In particular, we showed
that all recognizable reals are constructible, but that the recognizable
reals do not form an initial segment of the constructible reals in the
canonical well-ordering <L of L. In fact, there are quite large gaps: If
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σ is the supremum of the ordinals indexing levels of the L-hierarchy
at which new recognizable reals appear and α < σ, then there is a
<L-interval of length > α in the constructible reals without a recog-
nizable element, while there are recognizable reals that are <L-greater
than all elements of that interval. Here, our goal is to give a more
precise picture of ITRM -recognizability and their distribution among
the constructible reals. For example, it is easy to see that all com-
putable reals are recognizable, so that, by the theorem cited above,
all reals in LωCKω are recognizable. Is there any α > ωCKω such that
the reals in Lα are still all recognizable? It turns out that this is not
the case: Whenever γ > ωCKω is such that Lγ+1 − Lγ contains a real
number at all, it also contains a non-recognizable real. Furthermore,
we give a machine-independent, purely set-theoretical characterization
of ITRM -recognizability and lower estimates on the length of gaps in
the recognizables and some information on ordinals starting them. The
techniques used in these results will then be applied to give a charac-
terization of ITRM -decidable sets of reals and show that the set of
ITRM -computable reals is not decidable.

Most of our notation is standard. ZF− is ZF set theory without
the power set axiom in the version described in [GHJ]. For an ITRM -
program P , P x(i) ↓= j means that the program P with oracle x with
initial input i in its first register stops with output j in register 1. On is
the class of ordinals. Unless stated otherwise, small greek letters refer
to ordinals. For, ι ∈ On, we denote by ωCKι the smallest admissible
ordinal greater than ωCKγ when ι = γ + 1 and sup{ωCKγ |γ < ι} when
ι is a limit ordinal. When we consider admissible ordinals relative
to a real x, we write ωCK,xι . For X ⊆ Lα, ΣLα

1 {X} denotes the Σ1-
Skolem hull of X in Lα and ΣLα

ω {X} denotes the elementary hull of
X in Lα. When H is a Σ1-substructure of some Lα, then π : H ≡ Lγ
and π : H →coll Lγ denote the Mostowski collapse of H to Lγ with
isomorphism π. Throughout the paper, p : ω × ω → ω denotes the
usual bijection between ω × ω and ω. At various places, we will code
countable ∈-structures by real numbers. This works as follows: Let
(M,∈) be countable, and let f : ω → M be a bijection. Then the
real coding (M,∈) according to f is {p(i, j)|[f(i) ∈ f(j)]M}. We say
that x codes (M,∈) iff there is a function f such that x codes (M,∈)
according to f . If (M,∈) ∈ L, cc(M) denotes the <L-smallest real
coding (M,∈).

2. ITRMs

We give here some basic results on ITRMs and admissible set theory
which are relevant for our further development.
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Theorem 3. Let Pn denote the set of ITRM -programs using at most
n registers, and let (Pi,n|i ∈ ω) enumerate Pn in some natural way.
Then the bounded halting problem Hx

n := {i ∈ ω|P x
i,n ↓} is computable

uniformly in the oracle x by an ITRM -program.
Furthermore, if P ∈ Pn and Px ↓, then Px halts in less than ωCK,xn+1

many steps. Consequently, if P is a halting ITRM -program, then P x

stops in less than ωCK,xω many steps.

Proof. The corresponding results from [KoMi] easily relativize. �

Definition 4. X ⊆ P(ω) is ITRM -decidable iff there exists an ITRM -
program P such that P x ↓= 1 iff x ∈ X and P x ↓= 0, otherwise.

Corollary 5. Let A be an ITRM -decidable set of reals and let P be
an ITRM -program. Then M1 := {x|P x ↓}, M2 := {x|∀i ∈ ωP x(i) ↓}
and M3 := {x|P x computes and element of A} are decidable.

Proof. The decidability of M1 and M2 is immediate from Theorem 3.
For M3, let Q be a program for deciding A. To decide M2, proceed as
follows: Given some real x in the oracle, first check, whether x ∈ M2.
If not, then x /∈ A. Otherwise, P x computes some real y, and we can
use Q to decide whether y ∈ A. �

Lemma 6. Let (φi|i ∈ ω) be a natural enumeration of the ∈-formulas.
There is an ITRM -program P such that, for all x ⊆ ω, i ∈ ω,
~v = (v1, ..., vn) a finite sequence of natural numbers of the appropriate
length coded by a natural number v̄, P x(i, ~v) ↓= 1 iff x codes some Lα
such that φi(x1, ..., xn) holds in Lα, where x1, ..., xn are the elements
coded by v1, ..., vn, respectively, and otherwise P x(i, ~v) ↓= 0. The same
holds with a recursive set S of formulas instead of one single formula
φ, where i is then a code for a Turing program enumerating S.

Proof. This is Corollary 13 of [Ca]. �

Definition 7. An ordinal α is called Σ1-fixed iff there exists a Σ1-
statement φ such that α is minimal with the property that Lα |= φ.
Let σ denote the supremum of the Σ1-fixed ordinals.

Theorem 8. Denote by RECOG the set of recognizable reals. Then
RECOG ⊆ Lσ. Furthermore, for each γ < σ, there exists α < σ such
that [α, α+ γ] contains unboundedly many indices, but (Lα+γ −Lα)∩
RECOG = ∅.

Proof. See [Ca]. �

Theorem 9. Let x, y ⊆ ω. Then x is ITRM -computable in the oracle
y iff x ∈ LωCK,yω

[y].

Proof. This is a straightforward relativization of the main result of
[KoMi].

�
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Lemma 10. Let A 6= ∅ be an ITRM -decidable set of reals such that
a ∈ LωCK,aω

for all a ∈ A. Then the <L-minimal element of A is
recognizable.

Proof. Let a be the <L-minimal element of such an A. By Theorem 9,
there is an ITRM -program P such that P a computes a code for some
L-level Lα containing a. Let QA be an ITRM -program deciding A.
Now a can be recognized as follows: Given some x ⊆ ω in the oracle,
first check whether P x(i) ↓ for all i ∈ ω, using a halting problem solver
for P which exists by Theorem 3. If not, then x 6= a. Otherwise, test
whether P x computes a code c for an L-level containing x. This can
be done using Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. If not, then x 6= a. Otherwise,
test whether QA(x) ↓= 1. If not, then x /∈ A, so x 6= a. Otherwise, use
c to search through all reals below x in <L for a real z <L x such that
QA(z) ↓= 1. If such a real is found, then x 6= a. Otherwise, x = a. �

We will need the following result of Jensen and Karp:

Theorem 11. Let α ∈ On be a limit of admissibles, and let φ be a
Σ1-statement. Then φ is absolute between Lα and Vα.

Proof. See [JeKa]. �

3. Unrecognizables Everywhere

The goal of this section is to show the result announced above: If
γ > ωCKω is such that Lγ+1−Lγ contains a real number, then it already
contains a nonrecognizable real number. To show this, we will use
Cohen-forcing over models of KP . A general reference for the forcing
technique is [Ku]. For forcing over set theories weaker than ZFC, we
refer the reader to [Sa2], [Ch] and [Ma].

Definition 12. An ordinal γ is called an index iff Lγ+1 − Lγ contains
a subset of ω.

Theorem 13. Let P ∈ Lξ be a notion of forcing, where ξ is indecom-
posable, let γ > ξ be admissible and let G be P-generic over Lγ. Then
Lξ[G] in the sense of relative constructibility coincides with Lξ[G] in
the sense of generic extensions.

Proof. This follows from the proof of Proposition 9.5 of [Ma].
�

Theorem 14. Let x ∈ RECOG. Then x ∈ LωCK,xω
. Consequently, if

x is recognizable, but not ITRM -computable, we have ωCK,xω > ωCKω .

Proof. Let P be a program that recognizes x.
Then LωCK,xω

[x] |= ∃yP y ↓= 1. Now φ ≡ ∃yP y ↓= 1 is a (set theoreti-
cal) Σ1-statement, stating that there are a real y and a set c such that
c codes the P -computation in the oracle y and ends with 1. By Jensen-
Karp (see Theorem 11), this is absolute between Vα and Lα whenever
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α is a limit of admissibles. Now ωCK,xω = sup{ωCK,xi |i ∈ ω} is a limit
of admissibles, so φ is absolute between Vα and LωCK,xω

. Also, as φ is
Σ1, it is upwards absolute. Hence LωCK,xω

[x] |= φ =⇒ VωCK,xω
|= φ =⇒

LωCK,xω
=⇒ LωCK,xω

[x], so φ is absolute between LωCK,xω
[x] and LωCK,xω

.
As φ holds in LωCK,xω

[x], it follows that φ holds in LωCK,xω
. So LωCK,xω

contains a real r such that P r ↓= 1. By absoluteness of computations,
P r ↓= 1 also holds in V . So P r ↓= 1. As P recognizes x, it follows
that x = r. Hence x ∈ LωCK,xω

.
Now let x be recognizable, but not computable. As x is not com-
putable, we have x /∈ LωCKω . By the first part of the claim, x ∈ LωCK,xω

.
Hence ωCK,xω > ωCKω . �

This immediately leads to the following dichotomy:

Corollary 15. If x ⊆ ω is such that ωCK,xω = ωCKω , then either x is
ITRM -computable or x is not ITRM -recognizable.

Proof. If x is ITRM -computable, then x is clearly ITRM -recognizable
(see [Ca]). If x is not ITRM -computable, then x /∈ LωCKω , hence x /∈
LωCK,xω

if ωCK,xω = ωCKω . By Theorem 14 then, x is not recognizable. �

For the next lemma, we need the following result of Mathias:

Theorem 16. If M is admissible, P ∈ M and G is an (M,P)-generic
filter meeting each dense open subclass of M that is the union of a
Σ1(M) and a Π1(M) class, then MP[G] is admissible.

Proof. This is Theorem 10.11 of [Ma]. �

Lemma 17. Let α be admissible, (P,≤) ∈ Lα be a notion of forcing
and G be a filter on P such that P ∩D 6= ∅ for every dense subset D
of P such that D ∈ Lα+1. Then Lα[G] is admissible.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 16, since unions of Σ1(Lα) and Π1(Lα)-
definable subsets of P are clearly elements of Lα+1. �

Corollary 18. Let γ ≥ ωCKω , let (P,≤P ) be the notion of forcing for
adding a Cohen real (i.e. P consists of the finite partial functions from
ω to 2 and x ≤P y iff y ⊆ x) and let G be a filter on (P,≤) which
intersects every dense D ⊆ P such that D ∈ Lγ. Then LωCKi [G] is
admissible for every i ∈ ω.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 17 as Lγ ⊇ LωCKω ⊇ LωCKi +1 for
all i ∈ ω. �

The following will be used to show that, for each index γ ≥ ωCKω ,
Lγ+1 − Lγ contains an unrecognizable real. Recall that γ ∈ On is said
to be an index iff (Lγ+1 − Lγ) ∩P(ω) 6= ∅.
Theorem 19. Let γ ≥ ωCKω be an index. Then there exists
x ∈ Lγ+1 − Lγ with ωCK,xi = ωCKi for all i ∈ ω. In particular, this
implies that ωCK,xω = ωCKω .
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Proof. Let P be the notion of forcing for adding a Cohen real (see
above). Let G be an Lγ-generic filter on P (i.e. G intersects every
dense subset of P which lies inside Lγ). By Corollary 18, LωCKi [G] is
then admissible for all i ∈ ω.
Now let x :=

⋃
G ∈ P(ω). We show that LωCKi [G] = LωCKi [x]: As

x =
⋃
G ∈ LωCKi [G], we have LωCKi [x] ⊆ LωCKi [G] and G ∈ LωCKi [x]

(since G is definable from x), hence also LωCKi [G] ⊆ LωCKi [x]. More gen-
erally, if α is additively indecomposable (which certainly holds for α
admissible) and if we have x ∈ Lα[y] and y ∈ Lα[x], then Lα[x] = Lα[y].
To see this, let z ∈ Lβ[x] (β < α) and x ∈ Lγ[y] (γ < α). Then
z ∈ Lβ[x] ∈ Lγ+β+1[y] ⊆ Lα[y], hence Lα[x] ⊆ Lα[y]. Lα[y] ⊆ Lα[x]
now follows by symmetry.

Now it follows that LωCK1
[x] |= KP , i.e. ωCK1 is x-admissible, so

that ωCK1 ≥ ωCK,x1 ≥ ωCK1 . Consequently, we get ωCK,x1 = ωCK1 .
Now assume inductively that ωCKi = ωCK,xi for some i ∈ ω. It then
follows that LωCKi+1

[x] |= KP , hence ωCKi+1 is x-admissible and thus
ωCKi+1 > ωCK,xi = ωCKi . But then ωCKi+1 ≥ ωCK,xi+1 ≥ ωCKi+1 , so ω

CK,x
i+1 = ωCKi+1 .

This now gives us ωCK,xi = ωCKi for all i ∈ ω, so that ωCK,xω = ωCKω .
Next, we demonstrate that G - and hence x =

⋃
G - is definable over

Lγ and hence elements of Lγ+1. This can be seen as follows: As γ is
an index, there is f : ω → Lγ surjective such that f ∈ Lγ+1 and hence
definable over Lγ Now define g : (<ω2, ω) →<ω 2 thus: Let g(~s, i) be
the lexically minimal element of f(i), of which ~s is a subsequence if
f(i) ⊆<ω 2 is a dense subset of P otherwise let g(~s, i) = ~s. Now, define
recursively: h(0) = ∅, h(i + 1) = g(h(i), i + 1). This recursion can be
carried out definably over Lγ as follows: Set (for i ∈ ω) h(i) = x iff
(i = 0 ∧ x = ∅) ∨ (i ≥ 1 ∧ ∃(~s0, ..., ~si−1)[∀j ∈ i((j = 0 ∧ ~s0 = ∅) ∨ (~sj =
g( ~sj−1, j))) ∧ x = g( ~si−1, i)]). This is definable over Lγ, as g is defin-
able over Lγ and all finite sequences of elements of P are contained
in Lω, and hence certainly in LωCKω . It follows that x ∈ Lγ+1. That
ωCK,xi = ωCKi holds for all i ∈ ω was seen above.
Finally, we show that x /∈ Lγ: Roughly, this follows immediately from
the fact that G is definable from x and that G is generic over Lγ
as in the case of Cohen-forcing for ZFC models. More precisely, let
z ∈ P(ω) ∩ Lγ. Also, let β < γ be minimal such that z ∈ Lβ+1 − Lβ.
Then Dz := {b ∈<ω 2|∃i ∈ ωb(i) 6= z(i)} is dense in P and definable
over Lβ, hence an element of Lγ. Consequently, every Dz has non-
emptys intersection with every Lγ-generic filter G, so that

⋃
G 6= z.

As this holds for all z ∈ Lγ, we get x =
⋃
G /∈ Lγ.

�

We can now show that new unrecognizables appear wherever possi-
ble, i.e. are generated at every index stage:
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Theorem 20. Let γ ≥ ωCKω be an index. Then Lγ+1−Lγ contains an
unrecognizable real.

Proof. By Theorem 19, Lγ+1 −Lγ contains a real x such that ωCK,xω =
ωCkω . By Corollary 15, x is not recognizable. �

4. The halting number is recognizable

We obtain a very natural lost melody by showing that the halting
number for ITRMs is in fact recognizable. Fix a natural well-ordering
(Pi|i ∈ ω} of the ITRM -programs in order type ω by e.g. sorting the
programs lexicographically. This real h is natural insofar its definition
is purely internal to ITRMs (e.g. not in any way related to L) and it
is also arguably the first non-computable real coming to mind.

We start by showing that, given h, there is a universal ITRM :

Lemma 21. There is an ITRM -program P such that, for every (i, j) ∈
ω2, we have P h(p(i, j)) ↓= k + 1 if Pi(j) ↓= k and P h(p(i, j)) ↓= 0 if
Pi(j) ↑. That is, P can, given i, compute the function computed by
Pi.

Proof. P works as follows: Given i and j, first use h to check whether
Pi(j) ↓. If Pi(j) ↑, P returns 0. Otherwise, we carry out the following
procedure for each k ∈ ω: Compute (which can be done with a stan-
dard register machine, in fact) an index l = l(i, j, k) such that Pl ↓ iff
Pi(j) ↓= k. Pl will use a halting problem solver for Pi (which can be
easily obtained from Pi), i.e. a sub-program Q such that Q(j) ↓= 1 iff
Pi(j) ↓ and Q(j) ↓= 0, otherwise. If it turns out that Q(j) = 0, then
Pl enters an infinite loop. Otherwise, we wait until Pi(j) has stopped
and check whether the outcome is k. If it is, we stop, otherwise we
enter an infinite loop. (Note that P is not required to do all this; it is
only required that P can compute a code for a program that does this,
which is in fact easy).
Using l and h, we can easily check whether Pi(j) ↓= k. If so, we return
k + 1. Otherwise, we continue with k + 1.
As Pi(j) ↓ is already clear at this point, this has to lead to the value
of Pi(j) after finitely many iterations. �

The next step is that, using h, a code for LωCKi can be computed
uniformly in i.

Corollary 22. There is an ITRM -program Q such that, for every
i ∈ ω, Qh(i) computes a code for LωCKi . (I.e.: Qh(n) halts for every
n ∈ ω and {j ∈ ω|Qh(p(i, j) ↓= 1} will be a code for LωCKi .)

Proof. First note that codes for LωCKi are uniformly recognizable in i,
i.e. there is a program R such that, for every i ∈ ω, x ⊆ ω, Rx(i) ↓= 1
iff x codes LωCKi and otherwise Rx(i) ↓= 0. This can be obtained using
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the well-foundedness checker combined with the first-order checker de-
scribed in [ITRM] for V = L+KP+’There are exactly i−1 admissible
ordinals’.
Using h, we can now run through ω, first testing whether Pk(j) will
halt for each j ∈ ω and then, using P from the last lemma, whether
Pk will compute a code for LωCKi . (We can evaluate Pk(j) for every j
using P from the last lemma and then use R to recognize whether the
computed number is a code.)
As LωCKi has ITRM -computable codes, the minimal index l such that
Pl computes a code for LωCKi will eventually be found in this way.
After that, we can, again using P from the last lemma, evaluate l to
compute the desired code. �

These bits can now be put together to form a code for LωCKω . This
code will be a bit different from the codes considered so far, as we allow
one element of the coded structure to be represented by arbitrary many
elements of ω.

Definition 23. Let (X,∈) be a transitive ∈-structure. Furthermore,
let f : ω → X be surjective. Then {p(i, j)|f(i) ∈ f(j)} is called an
odd code for (X,∈).

Odd codes can be evaluated in the same way that the codes we used
so far could. The possibility of elements appearing repeatedly hinders
none of those methods. It is helpful, however, to note that the equality
is computable:

Proposition 24. There is an ITRM -program T̄ such that, for every
odd code x for a well-founded ∈-structure (X,∈) (with associated func-
tion f : ω → X) and all i, j ∈ ω, T̄ x(p(i, j)) ↓= 1 iff f(i) = f(j) and
T̄ x ↓= 0, otherwise.
Furthermore, there is an ITRM -program T such that, for every two
odd codes x and y for well-founded ∈-structures (X,∈) and (Y,∈) (with
associated functions f1 and f2), T x⊕y(p(i, j)) ↓= 1 iff f1(i) = f2(j) and
T x⊕y(p(i, j)) ↓= 0, otherwise.
Finally, there is an ITRM -program T∈ such that, for every two odd
codes x and y for well-founded ∈-structures (X,∈) and (Y,∈) (with
associated functions f1 and f2), T x⊕y∈ (p(i, j)) ↓= 1 iff f1(i) ∈ f2(j) and
T x⊕y∈ (p(i, j)) ↓= 0, otherwise.

Proof. This is an easy application of the techniques developed in [ITRM].
We give a brief impression how this works: To decide, given x, y ⊆ ω
coding transitive ∈-structures and i, j ∈ ω, whether i and j represent
the same element, we use a stack. Initially, the stack contains p(i, j).
We then need to decide whether f1(i) ⊆ f2(j) and f2(j) ⊆ f1(i). To
see the former, we use x to successively consider the natural numbers
coding elements of f1(i). For each such natural number n, we search,
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using y, through all natural numbers coding elements of f2(j). For
each such element m, we put p(n,m) on our stack and decide whether
f1(n) = f2(m). When such an m is found, we replace the content of
the stack register with p(i, j) (this ensures that the lim infs will be as
desired). When all m have been tried and no m with f2(m) = f1(n)
has been found, then f1(i) 6= f2(j). Otherwise, we continue with the
next n. When an m with f2(m) = f1(n) has been found for every such
n, we have f1(i) = f2(j). That the algorithm must terminate follows
from the well-foundedness of (X,∈) and (Y,∈).

�

Lemma 25. There is an ITRM -program S such that Sh computes an
odd code c for LωCKω .

Proof. The idea is to reserve ω bits for coding LωCKi ; in one portion
(the i-th portion), we use Qh to compute a code ci for LωCKi with
corresponding surjection fi. Then we use T from the last proposition
to relate the portions.
More precisely, we construct c as follows: Fist, for all i, j, k ∈ ω, we
let p(p(j, i), p(k, i)) ∈ x iff p(j, k) ∈ ci. It remains to decide the bits
of the form p(p(j, i1), p(k, i2)) with i1 6= i2. This corresponds to the
question whether fi1(j) ∈ fi2(k), which can be answered using T∈ from
Proposition 24.

�

Theorem 26. Let h := {i ∈ ω|Pi ↓} be the set of indices of halting
ITRM -programs. Then h ∈ RECOG.

Proof. Let x be the real in the oracle. We can check, using Lemma 5,
whether Sx computes an odd code c for LωCKω . If not, return 0.

Checking whether certain programs halt amounts to checking whether
certain first-order statements (expressing that Pi halts, i.e. there is a
set coding a halting computation according to P ) hold in LωCKω , which
can be done using c by Lemma 6. We can then compare the results of
the computation with the oracle number x. If the agree, then x = h,
otherwise x 6= h. This identifies h. �

5. Potential recognizability

We saw above (via Jensen-Karp, see Theorem 14) that x ∈ RECOG
implies that x ∈ LωCK,xω

. Reals without this property are hence ruled
out, we concentrate on those that have it.

Definition 27. x ⊆ ω is potentially recognizable iff x ∈ LωCK,xω
. We

denote the set of potentially recognizable reals by PRECOG.

Theorem 28. Let γ be an index. Then either all potentially recogniz-
able elements of Lγ+1 − Lγ are recognizable or none is.
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Proof. Suppose a ∈ (Lγ+1 − Lγ) ∩RECOG and
x ∈ (Lγ+1 − Lγ) ∩ PRECOG. We want to show that x ∈ RECOG.
Pick a program Q that recognizes a. As x ∈ PRECOG, there is i ∈ ω
such that x ∈ LωCK,xi

. In particular, we have Lγ+1 ∈ LωCK,xi
. Hence

c = cc(Lγ+1), the <L-minimal real code for Lγ+1 is computable from
x. Let P be a program that computes c from x.
To identify whether y = x (with y in the oracle), we first use a halting
problem solver (see 3) for P to check whether P y(i) ↓ for all i ∈ ω. If
not, then y 6= x. If yes, we check whether P y computes a code d for
an L-level containing y. If not, then y 6= x. If yes, we check, as in the
proof of the Lost Melody Theorem in [ITRM], whether d is <L-minimal
with that property (this is possible as x ∈ Lγ+1). If not, then y 6= x. If
yes, we check whether the structure coded by d contains a real r such
that Qr ↓= 1. This can be done Lemma 5. If there is no such r, then
y 6= x. If there is, we check whether the structure coded by d contains
an L-level that also contains r (this checks the minimality of γ). If
so, then y 6= x. Otherwise, we know that P y computes c. But in c,
x is coded by some fixed natural number n which can be given to the
program in advance. All that remains is hence to check whether y is
the number coded by n in c. If not, then y 6= x, otherwise y = x. So
this procedure recognizes x, hence x ∈ RECOG. �

This allows us to give a characterization of recognizability in purely
set-theoretical vocabulary, without reference to machines:

Theorem 29. Let x ∈ PRECOG. Then x ∈ RECOG iff there exists
a Σ1-formula φ of set theory without parameters such that x is the
unique witness for φ(v) in LωCK,xω

.

Proof. If x ∈ RECOG, then x ∈ PRECOG by Theorem 14 above.
Now, if P is a program that recognizes x, then P x ↓= 1 is Σ1-expressable
over LωCK,xω

. By upwards preservation of Σ1-statements, if LωCK,xω
|=

P y ↓= 1 for some y 6= x, then P y ↓= 1 in the real world, which contra-
dicts the assumption that P recognizes x.
On the other hand, if x is definable as above, then let Lγ be the first L-
level containing x such that Lγ |= φ(x). Then γ < ωCK,xω , so c := cc(Lγ)
can be computed from x, say by program Q. Given a real y and c in
the oracle, we can check whether y ∈ Lγ and Lγ |= φ(y) holds.
Checking whether some oracle number y is equal to x then works as
follows: Check (using Lemma 5 and the techniques from the proof of
the Lost Melody theorem in [ITRM]) whether Qy computes a mini-
mal code for an L-level containing y, then check whether φ(y) holds
in that L-level and then whether it fails in all earlier L-levels. If all
of this holds, then y = x (since Σ1 is preserved upwards), otherwise
y 6= x. �
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The same argument can be adapted to characterize ITRM -decidable
sets of reals (a set A ⊆ P(ω) is ITRM -decidable iff there is an ITRM -
program P such that P x ↓= 1 iff x ∈ A and P x ↓= 0, otherwise, for
all x ∈ P(ω)). ITRM -decidable sets of reals were considered and
demonstrated to be ∆1

2 in [KoMi].

Theorem 30. Let A ⊆ P(ω). Then A is ITRM -decidable iff there
exist n ∈ ω and a parameter-free Σ1-formula φ(y) with a single free
variable y such that A = {x ∈ P(ω)|LωCK,xn

[x] |= φ(x).

Proof. Assume first that A is ITRM -decidable. Let P be an ITRM -
program that decides A. The computation is contained in LωCK,xn

[x] if
n is larger than the number of registers used by P . Hence membership
of x in A can be expressed as the existence of a computation by P with
input x that terminates with output 1, which is Σ1 over LωCK,xn

[x].
On the other hand, if x ∈ A is characterized as described in the as-
sumptions by a Σ1-formula over LωCK,xn

[x], we can ITRM -decide A by
computing a code for LωCK,xn

[x] from x, then identifying the natural
number representing x in this code and finally using the code for eval-
uating φ in LωCK,xn

[x]. The only new step here is the computation of
a (not necessarily <L-minimal) code for LωCK,xn

[x] uniformly in x with
a program that always halts. Using a halting problem solver H as
in Theorem 3 for ITRMs with n + 3 registers, this can be done as
follows: Given x in the oracle and taking (Pj|j ∈ ω) to be a natural
enumeration of the ITRM -programs using at most n+ 3 registers, we
perform the following routine for every i ∈ ω: First, check whether
P x
i computes a real, i.e. whether P x

i (k) halts for every k ∈ ω. This
can be done using H. If this is not the case, restart the routine with
i + 1. Otherwise, check, with the usual techniques, whether the real r
computed by P x

i is a code for LωCK,xn
[x] (i.e. an admissible level of the

L[x]-hierarchy containing exactly n− 1 x-admissible ordinals). If not,
restart the routine with i+ 1. Otherwise, an algorithm computing the
desired code is found. �

Theorem 31. For all x ⊆ ω, x is recognizable iff x ∈ LωCK,xω
and

LωCK,xω
|= RECOG(x). In particular, if Lα |= ZF− and x ∈ P(ω)∩Lα,

then x ∈ RECOG holds iff Lα |= RECOG(x).

Proof. Suppose first that x ∈ RECOG, and let P be a program that
recognizes x. Then x ∈ LωCK,xω

by Theorem 14. By [Ch], if z ∈ Lγ and
γ+ is the smallest admissible ordinal greater than γ, then ωCK,z1 ≤ γ+.
Inductively, we get that ωCK,zi ≤ γ+i, where γ+i is the ith admissible
ordinal above γ. Inductively, it follows that ωCK,zω ≤ ωCK,xω for all
z ∈ LωCK,xω

when x is such that x ∈ LωCK,xω
. This implies that P z stops

after at most ωCK,xω many steps for all z ∈ LωCK,xω
and hence that P z

can be carried out inside LωCK,xω
for all z ∈ LωCK,xω

. Hence, since P
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recognizes x, we have LωCK,xω
|= P z ↓= 0 for all z 6= x and furthermore

LωCK,xω
|= P x ↓= 1. Hence LωCK,xω

|= RECOG(x).
On the other hand, assume that x ∈ LωCK,xω

and that
LωCK,xω

|= RECOG(x). Hence P x ↓= 1 and P z ↓= 0 for all z <L x.
Now let Q be a program such that Qx computes the <L-minimal code
of the first L-level containing x. Then x can be recognized as follows:
Given some real r in the oracle, first check, using Lemma 5, whether
P r ↓= 1. If not, then r 6= x. Otherwise check - applying Lemma 5 to
Q - whether Qr(i) ↓ for all i ∈ ω. If not, then r 6= x. If yes, check
whether Qr codes a minimal L-level containing r. If not, then r 6= x.
If yes, check whether Qr is <L-minimal with this property, using the
usual strategy. If not, then r 6= x. Otherwise, use Qr (and the halting
problem solver for P ) to check whether there is any real y <L x such
that P y ↓= 1. If that is the case, then r 6= x. If it isn’t, then r is
<L-minimal with P r ↓= 1 and hence r = x. �

6. More on gaps

Definition 32. (See [Ca]) A strong substantial gap is an ordinal in-
terval [α, β] with β > α such that every γ ∈ [α, β] is an index and such
that Lβ − Lα contains no recognizables, while Lβ+1 − Lβ and Lα − Lγ
do contain recognizables for every γ < α. A weak substantial gap is
an ordinal interval [α, β] such that α is an index, the set of indices in
that interval is unbounded in β and such that Lβ+1 − Lα contains no
recognizables.

Note that it is shown in [Ca] that strong substantial gaps exist (it
suffices to see that there is some index γ ∈ On with
(Lγ+1 − Lγ) ∩ RECOG = ∅). We can now show that gaps in the
recognizables must be infinite. The same reasoning in fact supports
much stronger conclusions, as we shall presently see. A minor technical
issue arises in the following arguments due to the fact that we consider
levels of the L-hierarchy with only very weak closure properties, so that
we cannot exclude the possibility that some real coding such a level (or
its ordinal height) will actually be contained in it as an element, while
our arguments need codes arising only at a later stage. We hence make
the following definition:

Definition 33. If γ < ω1, we denote by cc′(Lγ) the <L-minimal real
coding Lγ which is not an element of Lγ.

Theorem 34. There are no strong substantial gaps of finite length.
Furthermore, strong gaps always start with limit ordinals.

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there is a strong substantial
gap of length i, where i ∈ ω. Let α ∈ On be minimal such that
[α, α + i] is a strong substantial gap of length i. It is easy to see
that cc(Lα+i) is recognizable by the usual arguments: Given x, check
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whether x codes an L-level at which a strong substantial gap of length
i ends. This can be done by Lemma 6. The minimality of x can then
be checked by the routines for evaluating truth predicates described in
the last section of [ITRM]. there. By the results on the computational
strength of ITRMs, one readily obtains that from the <L-minimal
code c of Lα which is not an element of Lα, we can compute cc(Lα+i),
say by program P . Note that, by the definition of a substantial strong
gap. we will have cc(Lα+i) ∈ Lα+i+1. But this allows us to recognize c:
Given the oracle x, first check (applying Lemma 5 to P ) whether P x

computes cc(Lα+i) - which is possible as cc(Lα+i) is recognizable. Now,
in cc(Lα+i), c is represented by some integer j. It hence only remains
to see whether x is the number represented by j in cc(Lα+i), which is
also easy to do.
This implies that c is recognizable. But, by definition, c ∈ Lα+1 − Lα.
Hence (Lα+i − Lα) ∩ RECOG 6= ∅, which contradicts the assumption
that α starts a gap.
To see that, if α starts a strong substantial gap, α has to be a limit
ordinal, we proceed as follows: Assume for a contradiction that α starts
a strong substantial gap and α = β + 1. Since α starts the gap, Lα −
Lβ contains a recognizable real r. We argue that cc′(Lα) ∈ Lα+1 −
Lα is recognizable, which contradicts the assumption that α starts a
gap. A procedure for recognizing cc′(Lα) works as follows: Given x,
simply check whether x is the <L-minimal code of a minimal L-level
containing r which is not contained in that level. This is possible since
r is recognizable.

�

Theorem 35. If α starts a weak substantial gap [α, β],
then β ≥ ω

CK,cc′(α)
ω .

Proof. Assume that α starts a weak substantial gap [α, β] where β <
ω
CK,cc′(α)
ω , so that β < ω

CK,cc′(α)
i for some minimal i ∈ ω. By definition,

α is an index, so that cc′(α) ∈ Lα+1. By definition of cc′, we may assume
that cc′(α) /∈ Lα. We now want to argue that cc′(α) ∈ RECOG,
which will be a contradiction to the assumption that α starts a gap.
From cc′(α), one can compute cc′(L

ω
CK,cc′(α)
i

) by Theorem 9. Let P ′

be an ITRM -program computing cc′(L
ω
CK,cc′(α)
i

) in the oracle cc′(α).
Since i ∈ ω is a fixed natural number, we can use i together with
P ′ to determine, for an arbitrary oracle x, whether P ′x computes a
<L-minimal code for LωCK,xi

. We can hence also compute the <L-
minimal code for Lβ+1 in the oracle cc′(α), using program P , say. By
our assumption that β ends the gap, we must have RECOG∩ (Lβ+1−
Lβ) 6= ∅; say r ∈ RECOG ∩ (Lβ+1 − Lβ), and let Q be a program for
recognizing r. Now, given x in the oracle, we can determine whether
P x computes the minimal code for an L-level containing a real z such
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that Qz ↓= 1. (This can be achieved by searching through the coded
structure; since r is recognized by Q, the calculation Qz will terminate
for all reals z from the coded structure.) If this is not the case, then
x 6= cc′(α). Otherwise, P x has computed cc′(Lβ+1). In cc′(Lβ+1), the
real cc′(α) is represented by some fixed natural number k ∈ ω (which
can hence be given to our program). We can now simply test whether
x is the real coded by k in cc(Lβ+1) by bitwise comparison. This allows
us to recognize cc′(α) ∈ Lα+1 − Lα, which contradicts the assumption
that α starts a gap.

�

We now show that ordinals starting substantial gaps cannot be too
easily definable.

Definition 36. α ∈ ω1 is admissibly Σ1-describable iff there exists
a Σ1-formula φ of set theory without parameters such that cc(α) is
the unique witness for φ(v) in L

ω
CK,cc(α)
ω

. If α is not admissibly Σ1-
describable, we call it admissibly Σ1-indescribable.

Theorem 37. Let α start a weak substantial gap. Then α is admissibly
Σ1-indescribable.

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that α is Σ1-describable and starts a
weak substantial gap. Then α is an index, so that cc′(α) ∈ Lα+1 −Lα.

Now, if α was admissibly Σ1-describable, we could compute from
cc′(α) the <L-minimal code of the first Lβ containing a witness for
some Σ1-statement φ which characterizes α. Let P be a program that
achieves this. By the usual procedure, we can check for an arbitrary
oracle x whether P x computes a minimal code of a minimal L-level
containing such a witness. Now we must have cc′(α) ∈ Lβ, so that
cc′(α) is represented in cc′(Lβ) by some fixed natural number k. To
determine whether x = cc′(α), it hence only remains to check whether
x is equal to the number represented by k in the structure coded by
the real computed by P x, which is also possible. So cc′(α) ∈ Lα+1−Lα
is recognizable, contradicting the assumption that α starts a gap.

�

In much the same way, we get:

Corollary 38. Let [α, β] be a strong substantial gap, and let γ ∈ [α, β].
Then γ is admissibly Σ1-indescribable.

Proof. This follows by the same argument as above, since γ, being an
element of a strong substantial gap, must be an index, which is the
crucial property for this argument. �

We have seen in Theorem 20 that, as soon as a new real appears in
the L-hierarchy after ωCKω at all, a nonrecognizable real appears as well.
In fact, reals appear that are not even potentially recognizable. This
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motivated us above to restrict our attention to potentially recognizable
reals. Applying this here leads to the question whether at least the
recognizability of potentially recognizable reals continues to hold for
some stages beyond LωCKω . This turns out to be true. In fact, the
potentially recognizable reals continue being recognizable for quite a
while after LωCKω :

Theorem 39. All elements of LωCKω+ω ∩ PRECOG are recognizable.

Proof. This is clear for x ∈ LωCKω . Hence let us assume from now on
that x /∈ LωCKω . In the light of Theorem 28 (and the fact that, if γ is an
index, then an arithmetical copy of Lγ appears in Lγ+1, see e.g. [Ch]),
it suffices to show that, given x ∈ LωCKω+ω , the level Lγ where x appears
has a recognizable <L-minimal code cc′(Lγ) not in Lγ. For this, it suf-
fices to show that, for all indices γ between ωCKω and ωCKω+ω, cc′(Lγ) is
recognizable. This can be seen as follows: Let i ∈ ω be minimal such
that γ ∈ LωCKω+i+1

. Then cc(LωCKω+i+1
) is ITRM -computable from cc′(Lγ),

as, by our assumption, γ ≥ ωCKω , so that ωCK,cc(Lγ)ω ≥ ωCKω+ω - and LωCKω+ω
can easily be seen to contain cc′(LωCKω+i+1

). From now on, let P be an
ITRM -program that computes cc(LωCKω+i+1

) from cc′(Lγ).
We claim that cc(LωCKω+i+1

) is recognizable. This can be seen using
the methods developed in the proof of the lost melody theorem in
[ITRM] by first checking whether the oracle real r codes an L-level,
then, whether this level is admissible, contains a single limit of of ad-
missibles and further i admissibles greater than that limit and finally,
whether r is <L-minimal with that property. (Note that the fixed nat-
ural number i can be given to our program it advance.) Let Q be a
program that recognizes cc(LωCKω+i+1

).
Now, cc′(Lγ), being an element of LωCKω+i+1

, is coded in cc(LωCKω+i+1
) by

some natural number j (which can also be given to our program in
advance). Hence, given cc(LωCKω+i+1

), we can easily check whether some
real r is equal to cc′(Lγ) by checking whether it is equal to the element
of cc(LωCKω+i+1

) coded by j.
To recognize whether some real r given in the oracle is equal to c :=
cc′(Lγ), we hence proceed as follows: First check, using Lemma 5,
whether P r(k) halts with output 1 or 0 for all k ∈ ω. If not, then
r 6= c. Otherwise, P r computes some real r′. Using Q, test whether or
not r′ = cc(LωCKω+i+1

). If not, then r 6= c. Otherwise, check whether r is
coded by j in r′. If not, then r 6= c, otherwise r = c.
This shows that, whenever ωCKω ≤ γ < ωCKω+ω is an index, then cc′(Lγ)
is a recognizable element of Lγ+1 − Lγ. By our remark above, this
shows that in fact all potentially recognizable reals in LωCKω+ω − LωCKω
are recognizable. �
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7. Computability is not decidable

As a final application of the techniques developed in this paper, we
prove that the set of ITRM -computable reals is not ITRM -decidable.

Theorem 40. There is no ITRM -program P such that, for L 3 x ⊆ ω,
P x ↓= 1 iff x is ITRM -computable and P x ↓= 0 otherwise.

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that P is such a program, and let P
use n registers. Hence, since P x halts for all x ⊆ ω, it follows that P x

halts in less than ωCK,xn+1 many steps. Now, if x is Cohen-generic over
LωCKn+1+1, then, by our results above, we have ωCK,xn+1 = ωCKn+1.
It is easy to see that LωCKn+2

contains such a real x. As x ∈ LωCKω , x
is ITRM -computable, so that P x ↓= 1 in less than ωCKn+1 many steps.
Now LωCKn+1

[x] ⊆ LωCKn+2
, hence, as LωCKn+2

|= P x ↓= 1, it follows from the
upwards absoluteness of Σ1-formulas that LωCKn+1

[x] |= P x ↓= 1, where
x is the generic real. Hence, there is some finite subset p of x such that
p  P

⋃
Ġ ↓= 1, where Ġ is the canonical name of the generic filter.

Consequently, wheneverH 3 p is generic over LωCKn+1+1 and x =
⋃
H, we

have that LωCKn+1
[x] |= P x ↓= 1. Now let x be Cohen-generic over LωCKω

such that p ⊆ x. It is easy to see that such an x exists. As x /∈ LωCKω ,
it is not ITRM -computable. However, we have LωCKn+1

[x] |= P x ↓= 1,
so P x ↓= 1 by absoluteness of computations. Hence P x ↓= 1 for some
non-computable x, a contradiction.

�
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